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GUIDELINES FOR BORROWING

- Members of the Legislature and Manitoba government employees may borrow books. To borrow, use the request form at the back.
- You may also request from the SNT at http://library.gov.mb.ca. Click the Selected New Titles tab.
- Please return materials to the Library on or before the due date.
- Please do not lend library materials to others as there is often a waiting list for these titles.

FEEDBACK

We welcome comments and suggestions on the contents and format of this service. We also welcome suggestions for books, periodicals, and other materials to be added to the collection. Please call Collection Development staff at 945-4330 or E-mail: Legislative_Library@gov.mb.ca

LINKS TO FULL-TEXT DOCUMENTS

Some Internet addresses that link to full-text documents are too unwieldy to type. It is simpler to use the Information Portal to access these links.

- Go to http://library.gov.mb.ca
- Click the Selected New Titles tab
- View the subject area of choice
- Many title entries will provide a live link to a full-text document
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EDUCATION and TRAINING

33. **Early years study 3: making decisions, taking action** / Margaret Norrie McCain, J. Fraser Mustard, Kerry McCuaig. Toronto: Margaret & Wallace McCain Family Foundation, 2011. 115 p. Includes bibliographical references. Full-text document available to Manitoba Government users:
   HQ 792 .C3 McC 2011

   http://www.ontla.on.ca/library/repository/monoth/17000/314171.pdf
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37. **Long term land use trends for water quality protection: ten years of monitoring in the South Tobacco Creek Watershed** / prepared by: Jennifer Hope, D. Brook Harker and Lawrence Townley-Smith. Regina: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2002. 30 p. The purpose of this report is to document land management trends within the watershed, as a necessary precursor to establishing subsequent land management water quality relationships. Includes bibliographical references. Archived in English by Library and Archives Canada: http://dsp-psd.communication.gc.ca/Collection/A22-270-2002E.pdf
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39. **Summary of recent Canadian literature on water pricing** / by Casey Vander Ploeg. Calgary : Canada West Foundation, 2011. 6 p. Canadian water policy backgrounder; 5. This report is part of the Water Pricing: Seizing a Public Policy Dilemma by the Homs project. September 2011. Includes bibliographical references. TD 226 CWF wpb-5

40. **Water pricing** / by Casey Vander Ploeg. Calgary : Canada West Foundation, 2011. 6 p. Canadian water policy backgrounder; 6. This report is part of the Water Pricing: Seizing a Public Policy Dilemma by the Homs project. September 2011. Includes bibliographical references. TD 226 CWF wpb-6


42. **Water usage in Canada** / by Casey Vander Ploeg. Calgary : Canada West Foundation, 2011. 5 p. Canadian water policy backgrounder; 8. This report is part of the Water Pricing: Seizing a Public Policy Dilemma by the Homs project. September 2011. Includes bibliographical references. TD 226 CWF wpb-3

43. **Water, water use & water around the world** / by Casey Vander Ploeg. Calgary : Canada West Foundation, 2011. 9 p. Canadian water policy backgrounder; 9. This report is part of the Water Pricing: Seizing a Public Policy Dilemma by the Homs project. September 2011. Includes bibliographical references. TD 226 CWF wpb-8


**HEALTH**


HERITAGE and HISTORY

55. **100 days that changed Canada** / edited by Mark Reid; foreword by Charlotte Gray; preface by Deborah Morrison. Toronto: HarperCollins, 2011. xxi, 232 p. Includes bibliographical references and index. FC 165 One


60. **Triumph at Kapyong: Canada’s pivotal battle in Korea** / Dan Bjarnason; forewords by Adrienne Clarkson and Peter Mansbridge. Toronto: Dundum, 2011. 195 p. Includes bibliographical references and index. DS 918.2 .K36 Bja

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES


62. **Decade of fear: reporting from terrorism’s grey zone** / Michelle Shephard. Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 2011. 271 p. of plates. Includes index. HV 6431 She
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SOCIAL ISSUES


92. The better angels of our nature: why violence has declined. Steven Pinker. New York: Viking, 2011. xxviii, 802 p. Includes bibliographical references and index. HM 1116 Pin
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97. **The lost Massey lectures : recovered classics from five great thinkers /** John Kenneth Galbraith ... [et al.]. Toronto : Anansi, 2007. xvi, 399 p. CBC Massey lectures series. A collection of five Massey lectures are reprinted in their entirety. The authors include: John Kenneth Galbraith, Paul Goodman, Jane Jacobs, Eric W. Kierans, and Martin Luther King Jr. Includes bibliographical references.
JZ 1242 Los

Canada StatCan 11-522-XCB

**TRANSPORTATION**

Canada Transport

100. **Road safety in Canada : making Canada’s roads the safest in the world.** Ottawa: Transport Canada, c2011. 18, 18 p. Text in English and French on inverted pages.
Canada Transport pamph
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